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Risk versus reward...
At the time of writing this newsletter, Cargill High River is in the midst of a
potential union strike and lockout putting over 35% of our processing at risk if
no deal is struck. Two foreign owned packers control 70-80% of our packer
volume. Any hiccup in either of them can be devastating as we saw during
the Covid era. We continue to pound the table that the industry needs to review what type of packing sector we should have as an industry. With record
high beef prices, producers have little ability to capitalize on it under the current system. That being said, commodity prices are rallying, cattle included.
We will explore the potential and risks to prices going forward in this issue.

“Of all tyrannies, a tyranny

Cows in Control services:

under omnipotent moral busy-

1) Developing an annual marketing strategy for your cattle
2) Working with you to protect the value of your herd

sincerely exercised for the good
of its victims may be the most
oppressive. It would be better to
live under robber barons than

bodies."
~ C.S. Lewis

3) Analysis on retained ownership and forward selling
4) Making sense of the markets
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Yikes!!...
What the heck has happened to our feeder
prices in Canada? Earlier this year Canadian
feeders traded 20-25 cents/lb over our US
counterpart. This week we are now trading 36
cents/lb under!! Ouch!!
Let’s take a look at what is causing this...
First, Cargill and their labour unions are in an
all out dog fight. Unions have threatened a
walk out by December 6 if they don’t get their
demands and have rejected Cargill’s deal
offer. Cargill has retaliated with a proposed
“lock out” on December 6. When Cargill processes over 35% of Canada’s beef supply, a
potential shutdown or slowdown will cause
backlogs and stress feedlot capacity.
Uh, oh...

The Marketing Buzz (Nov 26)
Canner cows, heiferettes and bulls
Cull cows:

$50-74 (avg. $68 D2)

Cull Bulls:

$80-125

Breds

Heiferettes: $115-147

Bred Heifers: $1420-2200; Bred Cows: $975-2450

(most commercial breds generally $1600-1800, lower end $1100-1300)

Feeders

(Feeder prices remain strong)

Steers: 450 wts $2.33

Heifers: 450 wts $1.82

550 wts $2.06

550 wts $1.75

650 wts $1.92

650 wts $1.72

750 wts $1.87

750 wts $1.69

850 wts. $1.78

850 wts $1.66

Slide 550-850: 9 cents/cwt

Heifer:steer @ 750 lbs:

Secondly, we have 29% more cattle on feed
than our 5 year average or some 250,000
head more cattle in feedlots than normal. Any
hiccups in slaughter will have an effect much
like Lucille Ball in the chocolate factory.
Thirdly, the drought impact is finally rearing its
head as we are starting to see the larger cow
cull bring more cows to market in the west.
Lastly, barley prices in Canada have not
stopped rising while US corn prices have
slowed, putting competitiveness into question.
This imbalance of Canadian versus US prices
could be an opportunity for Canadian buyers.

-18 cents
Morning fog...

Finished Cattle
$1.60 live; $2.69 rail

Feeder Basis: -36!! (futures) Finished cattle Basis: -16!! (futures)
-23

(cash)

-16

(cash)

(Note: Well, goodbye good basis levels. Looming Cargill strike and lots of cattle
on feed is killing our basis levels!!)

A breakout in cattle prices?...

A breakout in cattle
prices?...

Long term feeder cattle futures

There is both tremendous risk and
tremendous opportunity in the cattle
industry right now.
We have already highlighted the
risks on the previous page with Cargill strikes and too many cattle on
feed in Canada.
Now lets look at the opportunity
side of things...
Governments have printed too
much money, they have over stimulated and it is causing inflation.
Commodity prices are rallying due
to being undervalued for too long,
and due to lots of demand with
loose money sloshing around.
Cattle prices finally have broken out
of their 6 year sideways trend as
can be seen top right. Forward futures prices are already pricing in
the blue box on the chart.
However, from a technical charting
standpoint, there is very little technical resistance until the green box
on the chart. That would put 850
weights near $2.60-2.80/lb and 550
weight calves near $2.90-3.10/lb if
this were to occur.
The middle chart shows the prices
you could lock 850 lb steers using
futures (blue line) or with LPIP (red
line). With risk of a plant shutdown,
you may want to consider locking in
some of these levels for now.
Commodity prices are like testy
teenagers. Traders like parents try
to keep them hemmed in to predictable ranges of behaviour (or price
ranges for traders), but every once
in a while they break loose and tend
to test the extreme boundaries.
You can see by the red circles at
bottom right how this happened
with the corn market. Cattle may
be no different, it is just the way
volatile commodities “behave”.
If leverage shifts and packers are
forced to give up their $700-1000
per head margins, these price
moves are possible. There is hope,
until then, take advantage of the
good prices you can lock in today.

Corn

Cowboy Bean Counter Program...

Contact Us

A reminder we are offering a new service outside of our standard services.
Full in-depth ranch analysis and assistance with:

Enterprise analysis – determine what operations are working and
which ones aren’t ex: land, haying, grazing, cow/calf, feeding

Give us a call for more information about our services
and products

Overhead calculation and analysis

Cows in Control
45081 Township Rd 244
Calgary, Alberta T3Z 2N2

Financial structuring, analyzing your banking or finance structures

(403) 775-7534

Benchmarking

admin@cowsincontrol.com

Understanding your accounting
statements

Visit us on the web at
www.cowsincontrol.com

Creating management reports
and dashboards so you can
keep your finger on the pulse
of your operation
Goal setting and strategy

We want to ensure your success and profit by focusing on strengths and cut out parts
that are costing you time and money!
This is a brand new offering, and we hope you will take advantage of it.
or send us a note.

Give us a call

"TO LOVE THE LORD YOUR GOD
AND TO SERVE HIM WITH ALL
YOUR HEART AND WITH ALL
YOUR SOUL – THEN I WILL SEND
RAIN ON YOUR LAND IN ITS SEASON, BOTH AUTUMN AND
SPRING RAINS, SO THAT YOU
MAY GATHER IN YOUR GRAIN...I
WILL PROVIDE GRASS IN THE
FIELDS FOR YOUR CATTLE, AND
YOU WILL EAT AND BE SATISFIED." - DEUT. 11:13

Cows in Control, serving the cattle producer

Thoughts on the industry
Ask me where cattle prices are going and you will find one completely bipolar on cattle price direction short term. Temporarily wiping out 35% of our packing capacity with a potential Cargill strike could be devastating. Couple that with grain
prices that seem intent to rally, potentially causing feeding margins to go further negative. Feedlots in Canada are completely full, and there are still cattle coming to town.
One thing we haven’t mentioned so far is the overall economy. China has slipped into recession, Covid variants are
raging, and supply chain shocks are causing rampant inflation in prices that could slow the global economy down.
Stocks are at all time highs, and nose bleed levels in terms of valuations. Could we see a stock market correction, a
recession, and lockdowns slow down our record high beef demand and beef exports? Short answer, yes. It is very possible, and the very reason that when we get good forward prices to lock in with cattle futures or insurance, that we should
always take advantage it.
However, hopefully we have demonstrated in this issue the upside potential of cattle prices. Much like the post WW2
era, the 1970’s, or 2002-2008 where inflation raged and commodities rallied, we are definitely in what looks like a major
commodity price re-evaluation after seeing them trade at record low levels relative to stocks and other assets.
Cattle inventories in the US and Canada are low and dropping, but feedlot inventories are still high thanks to the dairy
component in feedlots and the hangover of Covid backlogs in the US. Packers have had ample supply and ample beef
demand, putting them in the sweet spot. That “leverage” is slowly shifting back to feedlots as our numbers are slowly
becoming more current, but it demonstrates the need as an industry to think of what we would like our packing sector to
look like. More smaller, custom plants that allow us the opportunity to own the product through to the beef stage?
Hedge the short term risk, continue to build herds for the long term. The 10-year cattle cycle is still in play, the lows
were in 2020 and the highs should be in 2025 or so. Better times lay ahead if you manage the volatility. Take care — RC

